
Orenstein & Koppel General Export Catalogue Nr 600

Central Queensland Archives/Special Collections Folio 1563/13, scanned with permission of
Mary Bevis, Archives Librarian, January 2003. The Catalogue originally came from the Mount
Morgan Mining Company Archives.

Orenstein & Koppel General Export Catalogue Nr 600 is undated but inquiries in Germany
indicate that it was issued between 1899 and 1909.
Eljas Pölhö <poelhoe@telia.com>: Catalogue 551 publ. 1898, catalogue 700 publ. 1907. Berlin

Drewitz opened 1899. Berlin Spandau opened 1900, not mentioned in the catalogue.
Warschau started 1900, not mentioned. I would place the catalogue to 1899-1900.

Richard A.Bowen <Richard.Bowen@t-online.de>: The Aktiengesellschaft für Feld- und
Kleinbahnen-Bedarf, vormals Orenstein and Koppel came about on 18 December 1897 on the
conversion of O+K from an OHG to an AG. The new company was registered on 22 February
1898. In 1899 they took over another firm and instantly needed a larger site for building, that
was Drewitz, opened 1 April 1899, so this is the earliest that the catalog could be. The firm
purchased Templehofer Ufer 24 in 1899, and then Spandau in 1900. This called called itself a
Weichenbauanstalt, but built wagons. Also in 1899/1900 the Work Kolo near Warschau
started up and provided Feldbahn material. This also does not feature on your catalog front
page. The next major legal change was the merger with Arthur Koppel in 1909 and the
assumption of the Orenstein and Koppel name (again). The catalog is numbered 600, rather
like the start of a new era. So my guess is that the catalog is from 1899, the very latest it could
be would be 1909.

Rüdiger Fach <fach@vcockpit.de>:  We think catalogue Nr. 600 as shown in your email might
be produced between 1905 and 1910 due to the type of letters used (we call it "Jugendstil").

Jens Merte <jens@merte.de>: This catalogue was published between April 1899 to 1908
because only in this period the name of the company was "AG für Feld- & Kleinbahnen-
Bedarf, vormals Orenstein & Koppel". It changed in 1908 to "Orenstein & Koppel - Arthur
Koppel AG".

Several items have hand written notations that indicate they were stocked in Sydney.
The cover was missing but remains would suggest that it was likely a shiny brown card, bound
around the spine with cloth tape and at least partially glued in place. The printed area of each
page was roughly A4 with a margin outside that of roughly 25 mm. Double pages (ie sheets
larger than A3 printed and folded for 4 pages) were assembled into sections of various multiples
of 4 pages (signatures) and stapled together with three iron/steel wire staples. The staples did not
puncture the sections fully with only one end of two of the staples clinched over.
The manuscript was in very poor condition with the binding gone, edges light to dark brown
colouration and many pages loose from the staples. The last page was missing the top outside
corner. Discolouration was removed from the image files after scanning.
A green Enquiry Form was perforated and glued into the Catalogue between pages 4 and 5. The
green page colour was removed from the image files after scanning.
Images files were reduced to a maximum 18 cm wide at 144 pixels per inch and contrast
adjusted for printing after scanning.
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